
Federated search, meta search, integrated is

that capability that allows several

different information sources to be

searched simultaneously from one search

interface. Imagine being able to search Academic

Search Premier, Sociological Abstracts

and AnthroSource at the same time rather

than jumping from one database interface to

the next? What if the topic you were researching

had related information in a database in which

you never thought to look? How would that

serendipitous discovery change the tenor of

your project?

Over the last 12 months, members from all

three libraries on campus (Reinert, Law, and

Health Sciences) formed a task force to

research, evaluate, and recommend a federated

search platform for purchase. The product that

was finally purchased is called WebFeat. In its

current iteration, it is installed in over 16,000

academic libraries. Additionally, Reinert

purchased Reference Universe, a federating

tool to enhance accessibility to the print and

electronic reference collections.

Each of the three Creighton libraries has its

own WebFeat profile designed to fit our distinct

clientele. Before we are ready to roll out the

new tool, there are some questions we will need

to answer. How do we teach it to our different

constituencies so they get the most benefit?

How do we brand it in such a way that captures

the essence of CU and the functionality of the

tool? How does it differ from another federating

application called Reference Universe?

In the meantime, we are offering LIB 101

sessions designed to introduce these tools

to faculty and staff. We will examine the

“promise and pitfalls” of federated searching,

discuss the differences between tools like

WebFeat and Google, and engage in a dialog

about how to incorporate this new tool into

the existing “research toolbox” for Fall 2009.
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Link to Library Content from BlueLine

The Library has recently produced information for faculty who would
like to link to library content from BlueLine or from their course web
pages. Books, journals articles, and encyclopedias—the Library’s
alternative to Wikipedia—can often be made available to students by
using a stable URL that is fully compliant with copyright law. The
process is different from one vendor to another and not all databases
provide this capability. But for those that do, you are invited to point
to http://reinert.creighton.edu/services/instruction/hyperlinks.htm for more
information. This library web page is a work in progress. For questions
or details, please contact Mary Nash at 280-2226 or
mdnash@creighton.edu

Mary Nash

This spring the Reinert- Alumni Library
will again administer Project SAILS to
Creighton students. Project SAILS is

the Standardized Assessment of Information Literacy
Skills. It measures students’ ability to conduct
university level research. In the fall of 2007 RAL
administered SAILS to freshmen and determined
that they performed no better than their peers at
similar institutions. After consulting with faculty
across campus, RAL staff decided to administer
SAILS again, this time focusing on seniors.
We hope to determine whether students’ information

literacy skills improve during their time at
Creighton. Project SAILS is administered online and
takes roughly 30 to 45 minutes. Seniors must obtain
an access code at the Research Assistance desk in
the Reinert Library in order to take the test. This
administration of Project SAILS will end on May
1st. Please encourage seniors in your departments
to take the Project SAILS assessment. For more
information please contact Nathan Morgan at
280-2927 or nathanmorgan@creighton.edu

Nathan Morgan

RAL administering Project SAILS assessment to Seniors

Library Receives Gift of Philosophy Books

The library gratefully acknowledges a generous donation of books
from the estate of David Schultz, part-time faculty member in the
Department of Philosophy, who passed away October 1, 2008.
Professor Schultz had been with the department for about 14 years.
The gift of approximately 500 volumes covers the fields of philosophy,
classical studies, theology and other humanities areas. Most are recent
publications by scholarly presses. We welcome gifts of high quality
materials, and thank the family of Professor Schultz for their generosity.

Mike Poma



The Reinert-Alumni Library now has access to a collection of over 200 downloadable audiobooks

narrated by professional actors. They include popular authors like Stephen King and Rita Mae

Brown.

They can be downloaded onto your computer or MP3 player (unfortunately not onto an iPod or Zune

at this time) for a checkout period of 21 days. They can also be renewed for an additional 21 days.

You can download a maximum of 10 eAudiobook items at any given time.

You can search for them in the CLIC catalog, limiting the "material type" to "RAL: Electronic

Audio Book" or go directly to NetLibrary e-Audiobook Center:

http://www.netlibrary.com/Centers/AudiobookCenter/

Questions? Contact the Reinert-Alumni Reference department at 280-2227 or askus@creighton.edu

Deb Sturges
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In the fourteen years since its inception, JSTOR has grown to an archive of over 1,000 journals in thehumanities, social sciences, and sciences. Currently 5,414 institutions participate. Recently the

archive emphasis has expanded to include other types of content such as pamphlets, images, and

manuscripts from libraries, societies, and museums. JSTOR is also developing regional collections such as

the Ireland collection, the 19th Century British Pamphlets collection, and Collections from Aluka which

brings together 370,000 objects from Africa.

Creighton University joined JSTOR in 1998 and had access to 288 journals. In that year 4,062

pages were viewed and 2,699 searches were conducted. In 2008 Creighton University had access to

1,113 titles with 146,118 pages viewed, and 60,109 searches conducted.

The JSTOR archive has become integral to library research on the Creighton campus and continues

to grow each year in terms of the depth of the collections and their use.

Sally Gibson

JSTOR Update

Mary Nash participated in a panel discussion on “Reference Ethics” for the UNOMaster of Library

Science program on September 20, 2008.

Debra Struges attended a Digital Preservation Management Workshop in Lawrence, KS in

November 2008.

Michael LaCroix attended the Midwinter ALA in January 2009. On February 9-11, 2009, he held

an in-office conference for the OCLC Members Council Virtual Meeting.

Sally Gibson presented on a panel entitled "Partnerships: Organizing E-Journal Workflow with

Subscription Agent Resources." at the Electronic Resources & Libraries 2009 Conference on

February 12, 2009.

Mike Poma completed a 3-year term on the ALA governing council during ALA conference June

26-July 2, 2008, in Anaheim, CA. He gave a presentation on the role of state and national library

associations in American Librarianship to a group of 10 librarians from Tajikstan, November 5,

2008. The group was hosted by the Nebraska Library Commission and the University of Nebraska-

Lincoln, with funding by the U.S. Agency for International Development. He also attended the

Feria Internacional del Libro, an international Spanish-language book fair, in Guadalajara, Mexico,

November 29-December 5, 2008. Lastly, he attended the ALA Midwinter meeting in Denver, CO,

January 23-28, 2009.

Arnette Payne

Professional Development Notes:



Over Spring Break Creighton University will be switching vendors for our electronic
journals A to Z list and the link resolver product. The resources will be known as
CU Libraries E-Journal Portal and 360 Link and are being provided by Serials Solutions.

Previously, the resources were known as Full-text Journals A to Z and Linksource. Many of the
product features will remain the same with the added advantage that the new vendor offers a federated
search product (see article on Webfeat). This allows the libraries to offer a suite of products which
make locating resources in the electronic format even easier.

CU Libraries E-Journal Portal will continue as the place to locate electronic journals. It will list
where the title is available and the date range of access for that title. The new product is very
similar to the current electronic journal listings and the changes will be minimal. 360 Link will
connect databases so that if the library has access to a full-text article it will display in any database.
It will also provide a list of options such as searching the library catalog for finding the needed article.

Spring 2009 Creighton Cornerstone
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New Look for A-Z Journals List

A new feature is the citation search. From the CU Libraries E-Journal Portal click on 360 Link and
enter citation information to look up an article. If the full-text article is available from the Creighton
Libraries, 360 Link will go directly to the article. If the article is not available in full-text, an option to
search CLIC or request an interlibrary loan from the Reinert Library will display.

Locating the library’s electronic resources should now be even easier than ever!

Sally Gibson
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National Library Week

April 12-18, 2009

April 13th - Celebrate the unveiling of new
READ posters in the Library Commons

Upcoming Dates / Important Events

March 6, 2009 - Last day to order library materials from departmental allocations.

March 26, 2009 - LIB 101 - How the Library "Stacks" Up with Mike Poma

April 2, 2009 - LIB 101 - Federated Searching with Chris Carmichael and Mary Nash

April 3, 2009 - Ron Hansen lecture at the Harper Center
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